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Introducing a stylish and natural element like our
Enjoy® flameless candles into your space is a great
way to create a sense of calm and comfort to
your environment. Coveted by some of the most
respected interior professionals around the world,
Enjoy® candles are timeless and will perfectly
compliment any interior space. Whether it be a
balmy summer evening or a chilly winters night,
our beautiful flameless candles will create an
ambient light, as a stunning standalone cluster or
accentuating any of your decorator pieces. You
will be amazed by the versatility our candles offer,
allowing you to create an effortlessly elegant
interior style.
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We hope you love them
as much as we do. x

Transform a moment from every day to extraordinary; you
won’t believe your eyes.
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The Uyuni Salt Flats in Bolivia are famous
for its crystal clear night skies where
the stars shine brighter than just about
anywhere else on earth. Uyuni candles
bring a sense of these distant galaxies
right into your home with gently flickering
lights illuminating the dark and creating
a restful and inviting ambience.
Inspired by the beauty of nature and the mystery of the
night, these beautiful hand-crafted battery operated luxury
flameless candles are all remote enabled, with timer and
dimmer options, allowing you to personalise every occasion.
After a sell-out launch, our new 3D wick design returns with
a brand overhaul and in stunning new European inspired
packaging.

We can’t wait to share Uyuni
Lighting with you. x
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UYUNI Lighting
Classic Ivory Smooth
In a world where trends come and go, the
classic style will always stay true. Quietly
understated, simple and sophisticated, our
Classic Ivory is timeless enough to belong to
both its space and its environment. We are
proud to present Uyuni Lighting, our highly
functional and aesthetically versatile 3D
Wick design, inspired by timeless styling and
elegance, now in new European inspired
packaging to match.
Uyuni Lighting Classic Ivory is offered across eight design
elements, including seven different sized pillars and, by
popular request, two different height tapers.
All remote enabled, each flameless candle is handmade
and hand poured from virgin paraffin wax, and features
our newest generation technology packed with options
including multiple timer and brightness preferences.
And whilst you’ll be mesmerized by the light play as it casts
its reflection across the surface of each pillar, Uyuni Lighting
is the first patented 3D Wick candle that truly looks as good
on as it looks off.
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UYUNI Lighting
Nordic White Smooth
Our beautiful Nordic White flameless candle
takes inspiration from our long-standing love
affair of the classic white interior. Featuring
clean lines to enhance any space, you’ll
notice that less really is more.
Like our Classic Ivory, our Nordic White collection of
flameless candles with 3D Wick design are handmade and
hand poured from virgin paraffin wax. All remote enabled,
each candle features our newest generation technology
packed with options including multiple timer and brightness
preferences.
Uyuni Lighting Nordic White is offered across an extended
collection of ten design elements, seven of which are pillars,
including the popular and impressive triple-wicked 15cm
x 15cm candle, created for maximum styling impact. The
newest additions to this collection are, in an Australian first,
all remote enabled, and include two different height tapers,
our perennially beautiful Christmas Tree candle standing at
a commanding 20cm tall, and the most incredible tea light
the world has ever seen.
With the distinct value add of the Uyuni Lighting design
looking good from anywhere you stand in the room, we’ve
truly got your styling requirements covered.
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UYUNI Lighting
Pillar Specifications
• Handmade from virgin paraffin wax so it looks and feels like a
traditional candle
• Patented 3D Wick design that looks good from every angle in
the room
• Available in Classic Ivory or Nordic White Smooth so your
design elements are covered
• Flat top edge looks like a new candle every time it is lit
• Economical as well as stunning, 2 AA batteries will offer up to
400 hours of ambient mood lighting without resorting to the
hard to find, expensive C or D batteries.
• Built in 6-hour timer function with manual 24 override option
so you can enjoy instant candlelight without lifting a finger
• Remote enabled (remote sold separately) with 4 timer modes
and 3 levels of brightness, allowing you to personalise every
occasion
• Presented in stunning new European inspired packaging,
giving the gift of light never looked more elegant

Single Wick*
5.0cm x 7.6cm (2” x 3”)
7.8cm x 10.1cm (3.1” x 4”)
7.8cm x 15.2cm (3.1” x 6”)
7.8cm x 20.3cm (3.1” x 8”)
10.1cm x 15.2cm (4.0” x 6”)
10.1cm x 20.3cm (4.0” x 8”)

Triple Wick*

15.2cm x 15.2cm (6.0” x 6”)

Christmas Tree Candle*
11cm x 18.2cm (4.3” x 7.2”)

*Add an additional 2.8cm for the height of the flame cap

Sizing Graph
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UYUNI Lighting
Taper Unique Specifications
• Handmade from virgin paraffin wax so it looks and feels
like a traditional taper
• Available in Classic Ivory or Nordic White Smooth in a
new dinner taper style so it looks elegant all year round
• Always the perfectly lit taper that never changes shape,
means no more wax covered candelabras that take
hours to clean
• Economical as well as stunning, the tapers require 2 AAA
batteries which will offer 120+ hours of ambient mood
lighting

Tea Light Unique Specifications
• Available in White only
• The first remote enabled tea light that looks so good, it
can stand alone, so it doesn’t need to sit inside a vessel
to look effective.
• Economical as well as stunning, the tea light includes
1 CR2450 battery, which will offer 120+ hours of ambient
mood lighting

Taper and Tea Light Specifications
• Patented 3D Wick design that looks good from every
angle in the room
• Built in 6-hour timer function with manual 24 override
option so you can enjoy instant candlelight without lifting
a finger
• Remote enabled (remote sold separately) with 4 timer
modes and 3 levels of brightness, allowing you to
personalise every occasion
• Presented in stunning new European inspired packaging,
means giving the gift of light never looked more elegant

Taper - Single*

1.9cm x 20.2cm (0.75” x 7.95”)

Taper - Twin Pack*

1.9cm x 25.0cm (0.75” x 9.8”)

Tea Light - Single*

3.8cm x 1.9cm (1.5” x 0.75”)

*Add an additional 2.8cm for the height of the flame cap

Remote Specifications
The remote is sold separately on purpose, as you only need
one remote control to turn on and off multiple candles. Be
sure to read the instruction sheet that is included with the
remote control, as the options are quite extensive. When
first turned on, the candles will always default to the median
level of brightness which is at 60% power.
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Enjoy® Lighting
Platinum Collection
Everyday Neutrals
Classic Ivory and
Nordic White Smooth
Timeless design has staying power, which
is why Enjoy® Lighting flameless candles
are not a fad or a trend; they are a lifestyle
choice.
Australian designed and owned, Enjoy’s trademarked,
triple LED technology encased in a hand poured wax shell
with a melted top edge are available in five pillar sizes,
across 4 design elements (Classic Ivory, Nordic White,
Carrara Marble and The Botanicals) and are all perfectly
scaled and proportioned.
Enjoy’s Platinum Collection of everyday neutrals, in
Classic Ivory and Nordic White, are the core of our range.
Functional and beautiful, with a quiet confidence, this
collection will add ambience without overpowering a
room, creating instant warmth in any environment. Eye
catching en masse and highly versatile, these ﬂameless
candles will enhance any décor, especially if grouped
together for a striking visual impact.
Coveted by hotel and hospitality groups, interior
designers, stylists, wedding and event planners and
celebrities, Enjoy flameless candles are completely safe
and come with an inbuilt “Set it and Forget it”™ multi-timer
functionality which, once set, will automatically switch
on and off at the same time every day to create instant
mood lighting without having to lift a finger.
Economical as well as stunning, only two AA batteries are
required to offer more than 450 hours for ambient mood
lighting. No wonder the discerning consumer asks for
Enjoy® by name.
Classic Ivory
7.8cm x 10.1cm (3.1” x 4”)
7.8cm x 15.2cm (3.1” x 6”)
7.8cm x 20.3cm (3.1” x 8”)
10.1cm x 15.2cm (4.0” x 6”)
10.1cm x 20.3cm (4.0” x 8)
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Enjoy® Lighting
Artisan Designs
Carrara Marble
Our Carrara Marble inspired collection brings
sophistication and luxury with endless styling
options to any space. Lay the foundations
of opulence and glamour with a design so
authentic it will take your breath away. Express
your individuality by layering Nordic White
Smooth or our Botanical Collection with the
timeless beauty and elegance of Carrara Marble.
Carrara Marble
7.8cm x 10.1cm (3.1” x 4”)
7.8cm x 15.2cm (3.1” x 6”)
7.8cm x 20.3cm (3.1” x 8”)
10.1cm x 15.2cm (4.0” x 6”)
10.1cm x 20.3cm (4.0” x 8”)
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Enjoy® Lighting
Artisan Designs
The Botanicals
The Botanical collection from Enjoy Lighting®
is our newest candle curation. Its inspiration
comes from the love of all things tropical,
evoking a sense of calm that brings that
relaxed feeling of island luxe to your home.
This beautifully designed range is available
in three different styles; Mimosa, Mimosa
Stripe and Panama, available to be pared
back with our Nordic White Smooth or our
Carrara Marble.
Mimosa
7.8cm x 10.1cm (3.1” x 4”)
7.8cm x 15.2cm (3.1” x 6”)
Mimosa Stripe
7.8cm x 10.1cm (3.1” x 4”)
10.1cm x 15.2cm (4.0” x 6”)
Panama
10.1cm x 15.2cm (4.0” x 6”)
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+61 (0)3 9882 8890
sales@enjoylighting.com.au
www.enjoylighting.com.au
Enjoy Lighting Australia
enjoyflamelesscandles

AGENTS AND SHOWROOMS
QLD & Nth NSW
FR Trading House
www.frtradinghouse.com.au
Janine Stanley 0402 826 776 janine@frangipaniroad.com.au
Suhanya Pedroni 0410 433 535 suhanya@frtradinghouse.com.au
Showroom 26 Church Street, Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
VIC & TAS
Montage Agencies
www.montageagencies.com.au
Andrew Munday 0411 426 821 andrew@montageagencies.com.au
Melissa Fielding 0411 426 822 melissa@montageagencies.com.au
Showroom by Appt. 23 Milton Parade, Malvern Vic 3144
WA
Bella & Blanc
www.bellaandblanc.com.au
Dee Prowse 0414 437 633 dee@bellaandblanc.com.au
Office 08 9381 9944 hello@bellaandblanc.com.au;
Showroom 8 Southport Street, West Leederville WA 6007
NEW ZEALAND
Well Presented Ltd
www.wellpresented.co.nz
Debbie Ogilvy 0274 757 308 wellpresented@xtra.co.nz
PO Box 65 405 Mairangi Bay Auckland
+649 4783 350 / Freephone 0508 4 443 727 (0508 4 GIFRAP)
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